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Mars and Venus In the Workplace: A Practical Guide for Improving Communication and Getting Results at WorkAudio Cassette â€“
Abridged, Audiobook. by John Gray(Author, Reader). 3.2 out of 5 stars 8 customer reviews.Â Increase performance by giving you the
tools to improve communication, promote teamwork, and enhance working relationships. Increase productivity by providing a greater
awareness and appreciation of the diverse characteristics within each of us -- and how these differences can positively or negatively
affect productivity.Â Applying his trademark practical advice to everyday office issues, Mars a Venus in the Workplace will enable
listeners to achieve their goals and to make the workplace a source of fulfillment. Read by the author. Read moreRead less. Men Are
from Mars, Women Are from Venus: A Practical Guide for Improving Communication and Getting What You Want in Your Relationships.
John Gray.Â Gray shows how men and women react differently in conversation and how their relationships are affected by male
intimacy cycles (''get close'', ''back off''), and female self-esteem fluctuations (''I'm okay'', ''I'm not okay'').Â With practical suggestions on
how to reduce conflict, crucial information on how to interpret a partner's behavior and methods for preventing emotional ''trash from the
past'' from invading new relationships, Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus is a valuable tool for couples who want to develop
deeper and more satisfying relationships with their partners.

